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One of the meaningful learning implications is the formation of 
Long-Term Memory (LTM). Through the development of concepts 
related to the problems of everyday life that bridge LTM and the 
implementation of Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM) as an educational approach, it enables students 
to realize the importance of knowledge for society. However, some 
aspects of society are excluded from STEM, in that way a 
transformation needs to be carried out. Art and Religion need to be 
developed in STEM to nurture students, environment, and society to 
the full. Several examples are presented to represent the relationship 
between STEM with art and religion, not only in terms of learning 
outcomes in schools, but also the expectations to create resilient 
people in facing the future challenges. With Science, Technology, 
Religion, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics (STREAM) education 
approach.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) in educational purpose has been 
the solution of the 21st Century Learning challenge. STEM education came up as the answer to 
realize students are part of social life (Kelley & Knowles, 2016). This vision consists of the 
pragmatism that concept should be enacted to real life and see how to concept make sense 
(Riga, 2020). As a further challenge, a concept can be interacting with the environment. Hence, 
for that interaction, we change it, are changed by it, and know the new fact about detailed 
information. When a person communicates to others, he transfers not only his view but also the 
approach of the view modifies to integrate the harmonize response. By continuing to interact 
with the environment, the way of thinking is formed in every individual. That mindset is 
unique, can't be formed by repetition, and meaningful in every single information relating to 
the concept. In the long term, it alters habit due to the effect of that concept to the person. 

Relating to pragmatism, social constructivism believes that the concept development is the 
combination between spontaneous and scientific concepts (Taber, 2020). It means, for 
developing the concept need social life as the spontaneous aspect and previous-relating 
information as the scientific thing. However, the previous-relating information as the scientific 
doesn’t mean the absolutely true for this approach. The different assumptions of previous 
information are precisely the bridge for the long term memory (LTM). As to the impact of social 
interaction and to learning purpose applications, LTM keeps the information in a long duration 
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(Suyono & Hariyanto, 2011). So, it will be the positive impact of the learning process as the 
meaningful process. 

As the activity encapsulated in learning referred to as inquiry-based education, has various 
styles. The main process of the inquiry to believe that the problem is inspected and resolved by 
various actions. Morgan described the inquiry of Dewey of five steps: Problem Recognition, 
Problem identification, Problem-solving design, Evaluation, and Taking Action (Morgan, 2014). 
After more, STEM education is the best way to state inquiry because of the characteristic in 
problem-solving. 

In reality, social life covers art and religion. In Indonesia, culture as part of art has a 
powerful aspect in education, and also religion takes many important parts in education. The 
values of both are essential to be implemented in formal education. As the aspect in 
Pragmatism, religion and art take an important mindset of the learner. Many beliefs on learning 
relating to the formal or even scientific concept. For this first phenomena, adding art and 
religion is the consequence of the social immerge in education and the novelty of that 
integration bravely explained. 

METHODS OF WRITING 
The method of writing in this editorial utilized a position paper (Abdul Razzak, 2020; Abidah et 
al., 2020). A position paper aims to persuade the reader that our opinion is useful and 
defensible (Abidah et al., 2020). The authors would like to propose the concept of Religion to 
complete the existence of STEM and STEAM established previously. This idea supported the 
development of Studies in Philosophy of Science and Education as an international journal 
(Suprapto et al., 2020).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. STEM 
The STEM approach in education has received increasing attention over the last decade with 
calls for greater emphasis on all four areas for improvement of curriculum and teaching quality 
(Honey, Pearson, & Schweingruber, 2014). Many countries applied the STEM approach in their 
education curriculum. For example, Taiwan was integrating the STEM curriculum in problem-
based learning (Lou, 2010). Turkey was developing STEM Competencies Assessment to make 
frameworks of assessment on interdisciplinary better (Arikan, 2020). Moreover, the United State 
prepared 100,000 new teachers in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and math (The 
White House, 2011). 

From the fourth of STEM components, the National Research Council (NRC) of the United 
States was describing the meaning of each part: (NRC, 2014; Honey, Pearson, & Schweingruber, 
2014) 

• Science is the study of the natural world, including the laws of nature associated with physics, 
chemistry, and biology and the treatment or application of facts, principles, concepts, or 
conventions associated with these disciplines. 

• Technology, while not a discipline in the strictest sense, comprises the entire system of people 
and organizations, knowledge, processes, and devices that go into creating and operating 
technological artifacts, as well as the artifacts themselves. 

• Engineering is both a body of knowledge about the design and creation of human-made 
products and a process for solving problems. 

• Mathematics is the study of patterns and relationships among quantities, numbers, and space. 
Unlike in science, where empirical evidence is sought to warrant or overthrow claims, claims 
in mathematics are warranted through logical arguments based on foundational assumptions. 
The logical arguments themselves are part of mathematics along with the claims.  

Through the integration of four components, namely science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics, as a learning approach, it will elevate the educational system in a positive trend. 
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Students can develop their skills with the STEM approach, including problem-solving, critical 
analysis, teamwork, independent thinking, initiative, and digital literacy. The continual 
advances in technology are changing the way students learn, connect, and interact every day. 
Students' skills through STEM provide them with the foundation to succeed at school and 
beyond (White, 2014). 
 
B. STEAM 
STEM is a powerful approach in the learning activity, especially in mathematics, science, and 
engineering. However, several subjects can't be covered using this approach, such as language, 
design, music, transdisciplinary, etc. (Guyotte et al., 2014; Rolling, 2016; Good, Bourne, & Drake, 
2020). As we know, STEM education not only applies in the formal school, but also attempts to 
educate more conscious youth with the high-tech skills to expand the STEM job market. 
Therefore, the new initiation is needed to cover the higher-tech skills in huge aspects. According 
to the National Art Education Association (NAEA, 2019), to achieve high-quality education and 
high-tech students’ skills, visual arts content and artistic thinking must be the basic components 
and have to be combined with STEM. With the inclusion of an art component in STEM become 
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics) is an effort to provide a 
balance to the student's personality, namely individuals with intellectual, sharp feelings, and 
efficient performance, which can be seen in ethical-aesthetic-artistic behavior (Sutrisno & 
Verhaak, 1993). On one side, aesthetic attitude can sharpen effective potential, and on the other 
hand it can stimulate the growth of creativity which is a vital element in shaping character and 
personality (Prabowo, 2007). 

The STEAM educational approach supports experiential learning, creativity, problem-
solving skills, and argues that science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics are 
interrelated. Students are encouraged to take risks, think critically, and find creative solutions to 
problems (Liao, 2016). In the STEAM approach, there is no isolated subject. Science and 
technology can be interpreted through art and engineering, as well as incorporating 
mathematical and science components, students work together and inspire one another. With 
the complex systems and solutions are conceptualized and designed by analytical skills, it will 
increase the ability of students (Land, 2013). 

The art aspect not only makes science beautiful, but also makes technology more aesthetic 
(Root-Bernstein, 2011). Several studies and technology products have been approved on the 
importance of art in STEM. For example, research conducted by Swaminathan & Schellenberg 
(2015) shows that learning arts can improve students' cognitive skills such as spatial reasoning, 
abstract thinking, divergent thinking, self-creativity, openness to experience, and curiosity. 
Other examples in technology products are an electronic display screen that uses a combination 
of red, blue, and green dots to produce all the different colors. Second, computer chips are 
made using a combination of three classical artistic inventions, namely etching, silk screen 
printing, and photolithography (Daugherty, 2013). Therefore, by applying the STEAM approach 
to formal or non-formal education, students will be able to acquire high technology skills from 
an early age and achieve higher quality education. 

 
C. STREAM 
As previously described, the STEM and STEAM are the powerful education approach to 
achieve higher quality education. However, in Indonesia, inserting the art component in 
STEAM is not enough. Because religion takes many essential parts in Indonesia education, there 
have been an urge to create correlation between religion and science, as Einstein stated that 
science without religion is blind, religion without science is lame. Only when merged with a 
secular worldview science is against religion (Padgett, 2005). Moreover, if there is any dispute 
about the basic view between science and religion, it can lead to cognitive dissonance. The 
implication of cognitive dissonance is people have trouble reconciling or understanding 
seemingly contradictory moral systems or pieces of knowledge (McMorris, 2016). 
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A dialectic between science and religion needs to be developed to avoid cognitive 
dissonance. STREAM acts as a means of establishing a dialectic between science and religion. 
STREAM is a learning approach that incorporates the science, mathematics, the use of 
technology, engineering, and integrated with the aspects of religion and art (Agustina et al., 
2018). Different approaches will produce different results. STREAM is expected to be able to 
connect humans, environment, and society with God. 

As science develops, the transformation of religious education needs to be carried out in the 
4.0 era, which has been extensively discussed in higher education (Muslih, 2018). STREAM 
development may provoke metacognitive skill which allows individuals to consciously think 
about a problem, choose suitable strategies, and make decisions about a course of action to 
solve a problem or execute a task successfully (Padhmasari, 2016; TEAL Center staff, 2011). 
STREAM advances to fulfil those needs.  

Indonesia as a predominantly Muslim country, has developed religious education before 
formal education. Knowledge in Islam does have no boundaries and there is no dichotomy. 
Adab of knowledge (adabul ‘Ilm) does not only about receiving knowledge but also applies and 
shares it. In that way, a Muslim has a responsibility to get and use his knowledge for solving 
problems. Practically, a Muslim uses science, mathematics, technology, engineering, and art on 
his religious activity. Such as to determine prayer time, analyze moon position, understanding 
the Quran, transportation, calculate zakat, etc. 

One educational institution that attempts to integrate religion in its learning is Trensains, 
both in Sragen, Central Java and in Jombang, East Java. Maksudin stated that Trensains is an 
educational institution that combines school and pesantren (indigenous Islamic education 
system) in one system. The main idea is to collaborate the Quran (qauniyah verses), science, and 
linguistics (Shalihin et al., 2019). The founder of Trensains, Prof. Agus Purwanto, named that 
unification curriculum by Kurikulum Semesta (Muslih, 2018). 

The program in Kurikulum Semesta that represented of qauniyah verses is a laboratory of 
Ayat-Ayat Semesta and Science Project. Both programs are executed outside the classroom 
(Shalihin et al., 2019). According to Oner et al. (2016), outside classroom environment offer 
opportunities for promoting teaching and learning in addition to learning that takes place in the 
primary learning process. 

Putting religion into STEAM is positively correlated with multiple adolescents and 
educational outcomes (McMorris, 2016; Shalihin et al., 2019). As shown in Figure 1, a symbol of 
the integration of the six elements, to create wholeness in the education system. This view is 
supported by McMorris study (2016) on the relationship between religious practice and 
academic engagement shows that higher levels of involvement are associated with positive 
academic dividends and improvements in overall schooling. Trensains represents this by 
organizing Tahajud Fisika (Physics at night prayers) program. This program aims to construct 
students' capability in intellectual and spiritual as a creature of God (Shalihin et al., 2019). 
Therefore, STREAM may provide and support the profile of graduates (Agustina et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1. STREAM Education 
A study brought by Billingsley et.al. (2014) found that even though science teachers in 

England confront a struggle to collaborate science and religion nevertheless religion has 
influenced their teaching approach of particular topics. Science helps students to answer “How” 
questions and technology, engineering, art, and mathematics had a role as a tool to bring the 
solution. Meanwhile, religion would answer “Why” questions, explaining something beyond 
science. Religion would give students richer epistemic insight to deal with problems (Billingsley 
et al., 2014; Billingsley et al., 2013). 
 
CONCLUSION 
In this editorial, the authors proposed the inclusion of R (Religion) in the STEAM approach. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended for inserting religion in the discussion of STEAM in the 
next future to become STREAM- Science, Technology, Religion, Engineering, and Mathematics. 
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